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Accessions report, April 2014 – March 2016
Introduction by the chairman of FoTKA
This report is a snapshot of vital work, which goes on continuously, to document the history
of East Sussex through the acquisition at The Keep of a huge range of written documents
and visual items such as maps and photographs, whether serious or eccentric, ancient or
contemporary. FoTKA, like its predecessor FESRO, exists to help in financing acquisitions
of such material. We are not the only sources of finance, and we pay tribute to the role of
national and other organisations, as well as generous individuals. Often we are able to partner
with such organisations in order to make the available funds go further.
Previous annual reports of ESRO have publicised highlights of acquisitions, but with the
advent of The Keep the requirement for a formal report has disappeared. We think it is
important for FoTKA members to have a full account of this most important aspect of our
work. This report, put together by Christopher Whittick, Anna Manthorpe and Andrew
Bennett of ESRO’s Document Services team, shows what can be done with necessarily limited
funds. Some things get away! But more is added every year to the wonders of The Keep.
The report begins with the East Sussex accessions, followed by those for Brighton and Hove.
I hope you enjoy browsing this report, and even more that you explore what The Keep can
offer you in pursuing your own interests.
Best wishes
Mary Teviot

Friends of The Keep Archives; Registered Charity Number 1159372
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ESRO’s Annual Report for 2012-2014
emphasised the spacious and welcoming
accommodation awaiting new arrivals at
The Keep, but we had not anticipated quite
how many would be greeted – including
Brighton and Hove, there have been
approaching 700 over the two-year period
2014-2016.
A considerable number, and many of the
most interesting and informative, we owe
to the financial support of our Friends’
organisation, Friends of East Sussex Record
Office, otherwise FESRO, which in April
2015 morphed into FoTKA (Friends of the
Keep Archives) to embrace the partnerships
here at Falmer.
The online auction site eBay is the source
of many of the items purchased. They are
generally of relatively modest financial value
but the price of the inventory of Lawrence
Avery of Westfield, yeoman (1650) was
always likely to match its giant size – well
over 6 feet in length – and bidding stopped
in our favour at £300. Inventories give a
detailed valuation of the possessions of the
deceased required for probate, and East
Sussex Record Office holds very few of this
date. Avery died during the Commonwealth
when church courts were suspended, so
his will was proved in London at the Court
for Probate. His home was in Westfield,
probably Platnix Farm, and he left an
estate of £466 9s 4d, then a considerable
sum. The house itself was quite sparsely
furnished even by 17th-century standards,
but there was a fine collection of silver,
and a pike and musket in the hall, possibly
a reminder of earlier troubled times (ACC
11998; now AMS 7071/1).

A section of the Avery inventory
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A cartulary of deeds relating to Marthams and Beachland in Salehurst was compiled in
1670 and includes copies of deeds and other documents dating from 1515, making it a
unique source for the property; at 12½ feet long it is another giant (see front cover), and
its purchase-price of £150 represents excellent value. It seems probable that this document
was created either as evidence in litigation or in anticipation of a sale. When the extracted
deeds cease in 1655, Thomas Lord’s widow Persis Lord held a life estate in the property. She
was buried at Salehurst on 29 March 1656, and four years later Henry Pattenden, who had
bought the estate, brought a bill in Chancery against her son-in-law Henry English, her son
John Lord and Edward Muddle; no mention of that litigation appears in the document (ACC
12130; now AMS 7089).
A letter sent by Thomas Bontor from New York to his wife at Ninfield in 1822 is a little gem,
and was a snip at £21. It refers to the sale to the local squire William Sampson of Tanhouse
Farm, on the border of Ninfield and Hooe, by Bontor, then living in New York. It contains a lot
of detail: there was an outbreak of yellow fever in the neighbourhood, the tanning business
is poor and he will need to give up, and, sadly, he muses on the spiritual efficacy of his wife’s
proposal for the erection of gravestones back at Ninfield to their dead children (ACC 12062;
now AMS 7080).

Letters and papers from the dispersed archive of the Elphinstone family of Ore Place were
purchased for £578, and had the honour to be listed by FoTKA’s Diana Hansen (ACC 12039,
now AMS 6085/11 – see FESRO News, Spring 2015). They were mostly written by the
redoubtable Louisa Elphinstone (c1810-1903, above) to her parents and sister, and recount
her struggles to recover the distressed fortune of her husband Robert Anstruther while coping
with his argumentative and impetuous temperament. In the end they retreated to Belgium to
save money and the case was lost – but ‘it is only what we expected’.
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We purchased a fine sketchbook compiled by members of the Graham family of Edmond
Castle in Cumberland and Eastbourne, recording tours in Kent and Sussex, 1813-1814.
John Graham had a humorous eye, and one of his sisters is depicted as blown over by the
gale, perilously close to the cliff near Eastbourne, while on a more temperate day the family
visits Birling Gap, pausing to observe (and sketch) a party of locals, perhaps in celebration
of the end of harvest, dancing in the shade of a tree, accompanied by a fiddler. Perhaps the
most interesting view (below) shows the interior of the Eastbourne Library, ‘the very centre
of lounging and billiardism’, in which a fashionable lady, probably their mother Elizabeth
Graham, is in conversation with a gentleman of the haut ton. Billiard cues stand on a rack,
the ladies are playing a version of bagatelle on a sloping table, and from a rail hang items of
military equipment, including a sabre and a small drum, reminding us that in 1814 the highly
defended Sussex coast lay in the front line – indeed many of the views include soldiers, often
caught in the act of paying their respects to local girls (ACC 12137; now AMS 7107/2).

We were already familiar with the work of George Murray Levick (1876-1956) at Chailey
Heritage, where he was for 30 years medical director of the Craft School for Crippled Children,
founded by Dame Grace Kimmins. We were fortunate to purchase two groups of his papers
illustrating episodes in his earlier life as a member of Sir Robert Scott’s ill-fated expedition to the
South Pole, and his naval service during the First World War. Scott appointed Levick as a surgeon
and zoologist in 1910. He was not involved in the race to the South Pole, but was part of a
group who spent two years (1910–12) exploring the coast of Victoria Land, spending the whole
winter of 1911–12 living off seal and penguin in a snow cave at Evans Cove, an experience
which remains an outstanding example of survival in the Antarctic. His photographs (opposite),
added significantly to the value of the expedition’s scientific results. Levick served in the First
World War in the Grand Fleet, the North Sea, and at Gallipoli where he was in the last party to
leave; he was promoted surgeon-commander in 1915 and retired in 1917.
4
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The archive includes letters to
his future father-in-law, Mayson
Beeton, 1914-1916, many of them
expressing fury at the treatment of
the wounded and critical of Winston
Churchill’s influence at the Admiralty.
The two lots cost £250 and £1300
respectively; half the cost of the
latter was met by a grant by the
Victoria and Albert Purchase Grant
Fund (ACC 12001 and ACC 12065).

We were fortunate enough to be offered an 18th-century diary (below) for sale by private
treaty. It had clearly been written by a clergyman, and the record of a marriage he had
conducted at Waldron on 28 December 1762 enabled us to identify him as the Revd John
Jones. A member of a family from Talgarth in Breconshire, in 1742 Jones had served as a
curate in Frant, but in 1754 acquired the living of Darrington near Pontefract. For unstated
reasons – perhaps he simply preferred Sussex to Yorkshire – he took the curacy of Waldron in
1760. The diary is purely factual, with none of the introspection of Thomas Turner (whom he
does mention, and is mentioned by), but nevertheless provides a fascinating insight into the
life of a Wealden clergyman in the 1760s. As well as preaching at Waldron and serving the
churches of his neighbours, conducting baptisms, marriages and burials, collecting tithes and
farming his glebe, Jones visited Eastbourne for pleasure, and attended cricket matches and
one of the earliest games of stoolball on record (ACC 11834, now AMS 7045). The late Pam
Combes was transcribing the diary at the time of her death, a project which continues.
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We bought items from the
estate of Alan Shelley
(1941-2009), a keen
antiquarian collector, who
owned the Bow Windows
Bookshop in Lewes High
Street, of which we hold
the archive. Included are
two watercolours from the
collection of John Henry Every,
the owner of the Phoenix
Ironworks in Lewes. They
depict the old Town Hall in
Lewes High Street, which was
demolished in 1810 (above),
and St John sub Castro church and the adjoining mound, both dated c1800 (ACC 12190;
now AMS 7126). Their close resemblance to engravings by James Rouse of Fulham suggests
that they may be his original artwork.
We are interested in obtaining any material of potential historical interest, including records
from the fairly recent past. We acquired the diaries of Arthur Gilbert Wells (1888-1976) of
Burgess Hill and Plumpton, disabled rush-mat weaver, poultry-farmer and artist, dating from
1957-1966 (ACC 12397); he was a member of the family of builders whose records we
already hold.
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At the other end of the chronological scale very old material is certainly uncommon, and
it is exciting when such documents emerge. A court roll of the manor of Duddleswell in
Maresfield, dating from 1561 and the earliest record of the lordship, was such an acquisition.
It had formerly been in the hands of a dealer who had shown it to Cedric Holland, County
Archivist between 1965 and 1970. Presumably purchase was then considered out of the
question, but half a century later, generous intervention by FoTKA secured it (ACC 12416;
now AMS 7127).

Shown here is the court held on 13 January 1561. It records Richard Martin’s surrender of
a cottage and acre of land at Colcott Gate to Thomas Tickerage, and proceedings in eight
legal disputes, ranging from debt to the wrongful taking of animals. One plea is removed to
Westminster by the king’s writ and in the final case William Owtred recovers his debt of 20
shillings against Robert Camfield.
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In contrast, it is heartening when money does not need to change hands, even for a medieval
document. One day we opened the post and were amazed and delighted to discover a
court roll of 1382 for the manor of Herstmonceux, the archive of which had been dispersed
by a dealer in the 19th century. It had been part of a collection made by Henry James
Fowle Swayne (1818-1892), recorder of Wilton until 1885, a county magistrate and a local
antiquary. In 1962 the family authorised the county archivist of Wiltshire to disperse the
collection and two documents, including another court roll of 1327, were sent to ESRO. Part
had evidently escaped, however, and this roll was forwarded by Wiltshire Record Office as part
of a distribution of documents supposedly found in a disused church in Salisbury in the 1960s
(ACC 12237; now AMS 7054/3).
Another part of the same dispersed archive, a survey of the Manors of Herstmonceux and Old
Court by Samuel Crouch, 1683-1684 (right), was already known to us – a partial copy was
made by County Archivist Richard Dell in 1960, when it was in private hands – and ever since
we have stalked it through several changes of ownership. It was an unmissable opportunity
when it came up for sale at auction, and happily we were able to buy it for £1475, of which
£468 was a grant from the Friends of the National Libraries, with FoTKA shouldering the main
financial burden. This fine survey is in a bound volume; the tenements are described on the
left-hand pages and on the facing pages are coloured maps which show buildings, acreages,
some fieldnames, the names of neighbouring owners and roads. The descriptions give details
of buildings, tenure, acreage, boundaries, details of the timber and underwood with its
value, the annual quitrent and references to the court rolls, many of which no longer survive.
Most entries are annotated with the names of subsequent owners to 1742, and (in pencil) to
c1800. Some FoTKA members will remember the event at Herstmonceux Castle held on 21
July 2015, a beautiful summer’s day, to celebrate the return of the survey to East Sussex, give
us an opportunity to inspect it and enjoy tours of the fascinating building (ACC 12152; now
AMS 7059/3/1).
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A writ of execution of a Chancery order in English v Nicoll, Haly and Marriott concerning the
manor of Mountfield and Mountfield Furnace, 1694, was formerly part of the enormous
collections of Sir Thomas Phillipps (1792-1872), an English antiquary and book collector, items
from which still come on the market at regular intervals. The tortuous Chancery action arose
from the mortgage of the manor of Mountfield, the demesne land and an iron mill or furnace
for £4000 by Henry English to Jane Duppa in 1663 and seems to have almost rivalled the
fictional Jarndyce v Jarndyce in Bleak House in its complexity (ACC 12323; now AMS 7115).
A large number of FoTKA purchases, often from eBay, were small but useful. Plans of 1835
for Observatory House in East Sheen for the Revd John Pinckney, who had moved the school
there from Fulham in 1810, were added to the extensive archive for Temple Grove School,
Uckfield (ACC 12059; now TGS 13/1/24).
Cartes-de-visite of Mrs and Mrs Frederick
Smith Shenstone of Sutton Hall, Barcombe,
one taken after their wedding in 1873, were
a pictorial addition to existing typescript
copies of letters from Frederick, who changed
his name from Smith to Shenstone after
inheriting Shenstone Hall in Staffordshire,
and later became the owner of Sutton Hall,
which he rebuilt (ACC 11986;
now AMS 6377/9-10).
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An album of postcards of the Heathfield area was first offered for sale to the Heathfield
History Group, who contacted us because they did not have sufficient funds. We were able
to negotiate the purchase of this album of 169 views, c1900-1999, thanks to FoTKA support,
and provided the History Group with scans (ACC 12134; now AMS 7098).

Other small purchases are too numerous to list fully, but include an interesting postcard
showing Barcombe teams in a football match in aid of the Belgian Relief Fund, 1914, a first
World War initiative (ACC 11936); a photograph of the Crowborough Home Guard, c1940
(ACC 11941); letter books of Cheesman and Newington, corn merchants, of Wadhurst,
1906-1916 (ACC 11961); letters concerning additional works and the building of cottages at
Cansiron Farm, Hartfield from the builder Thomas Philcox, 1861-1863 (ACC 11938); Hastings
Trades and Labour Coal Club (formerly the Trades Council Coal Club), 1916-1987 (ACC
11861; now AMS 7050); accounts for the movement of stone for repairs to the highways
of Wartling, compiled by Othniel Oxley, the rather improbably-named parish surveyor of
highways, 1858-1859 (ACC 12219; now AMS 7105).
10
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Although the records described above were purchases, fortunately most of our acquisitions
come as a donation, deposit (indefinite loan), or transfer from another East Sussex County
Council department. Even so, they do not always fall into our laps. We had to travel to
Winchester to collect a large number of papers of Davey and Son of Lewes, plumbers,
painters and glaziers, 1729-2013. The firm was founded by William Davey (born 1766) in
Lewes in 1801, but he died five years later and the concern was carried on by his widow
Elizabeth and son William (1791-1858). As well as building up a successful business, in 1834
William the younger was the instigator of the formation of the Lewes Waterworks Company,
which he managed until his death, and was consultant engineer for the supply of water to
other towns, including Brighton. He also served as senior constable of the Borough of Lewes
in 1843. The firm traded in Lewes High Street until 1978 (ACC 11890).
We already held photographs of Ambrose Gorham (1854-1933), the local landowner and
benefactor of Telscombe, whose horse Shannon Lass won the 1902 Grand National. The
Windless family – Henry Windless was Gorham’s farrier – feature in Gorham’s photographs,
and the family archive contains a fine album depicting the Telscombe Pageant of 1925.
The 1920s and 1930s were the heydays of such events, and it was probably inevitable that
Gorham would wish to stage his own. The Telscombe version told the true (probably highly
romanticised) story of Telscombe inhabitant Honor Elizabeth Higgins (died 30 April 1815),
who was loved by two friends, Thomas Crew (died 1782 aged 48) and Richard Day (died
1816 aged 77). Day sailed to America when he learnt that Honor had accepted his friend’s
proposal of marriage. Thomas Crew died while Day was in America, having told his wife
to accept his friend in marriage should he ever return. Day later came back to England and
became Honor’s second husband. The Windless children appear to have performed their parts
as fairies appearing to Day in a dream with great gusto. George Windless (1915-1985) carried
on the farrier’s business, and ran a forge at 29 Southover High Street, Lewes. In 1966 he
famously changed a shoe of the Lewes-trained winner of the Derby, Charlottown, at the last
minute while the horses were lining up for the start (ACC 12020 now AMS 7087).

Richard Day dreaming of fairies in the Telscombe Pageant, 1925 (AMS 7087/1/1)
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Acquisitions relating to the First World War at this time of its centenary included photographs
of Maresfield and Crowborough Camps by Charles Lane. Lane published multi-view, often
humorous, cards that soldiers based at Maresfield and Crowborough Army camps could send
to family and friends. The camps continued to be used after the First World War and in 1920
became the Signal Service Training Centre (later the Signal Training Centre) of the Royal Corps
of Signals; the 1st Training Battalion was set up at Maresfield and the 2nd Training Battalion
at Crowborough. The Army Signal School for officer training was also based at Maresfield.
There is a fine photograph showing the Royal Corps of Signals Pigeon Service at Maresfield
Park, with a mobile pigeon loft in the background, c1920 (ACC 12403; now AMS 7122) –
photo above.
Most of the papers of the Phythian-Adams family of Godnestone House, Buckhurst Road,
Bexhill, relate to First World War military service of William John Telia Phythian PhythianAdams (1888-1967), who was the son of the Revd Edward Charles Phythian-Adams (18271919) and his wife Jane Elizabeth. William John obtained a commission shortly after the
outbreak of the First World War and served with the 22nd Battalion of the Royal Fusiliers,
with which he was involved in active service including the battles of Ancre and Cambrai.
He was awarded the Distinguished Service Order in January 1918, and attained the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel. His archive includes two captured trench maps showing the BeaumontHamel area in 1916, one of which shows the ranges of the German artillery (ACC 12266;
now AMS 7118).
We added to the two diaries of Lilian Swanwick of Wilmington, wife of the painter Joseph
Harold Swanwick (1866-1929), a bundle of letters which she wrote to her brother Harold
Heatley during the Second World War which give insight into life in Wilmington, 1939-1940.
We hear about the planned evacuation of London children to the village (reversed once it was
realised that the south coast was the likely invasion area), Wilmington under attack from a
German bomber (20 high explosive bombs were dropped but no casualties or panic) and the
visit of Queen Elizabeth (later the Queen Mother) to Wilmington Priory (ACC 11970).
12
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Another wartime acquisition was the Haywards Heath Home Guard nominal roll and
photograph. ESRO holds an extensive Home Guard archive and the arrival of this roll filled a
gap in our holdings; it gives addresses of recruits, many of whom came from the Wivelsfield
area, with details of previous service and discharge (ACC 12029; now HGD 3/12/1-2).
We purchased, for £316, the correspondence of the related Dawes and Pettit families of
Framfield and Eastbourne, recording their service in two world wars and the death of Bert
Dawes of the Royal Sussex Regiment in August 1917 (ACC 12534).
The diary of Albert Jenkins, senior Air Raid Precautions warden at Ringmer, 1939-1945 is
clearly a retrospective narrative, based on official documents including the warden’s log-book
(which is quoted), of events in Ringmer during the Second World War. It is written with a
dry humour, and although houses and other buildings are frequently named, there are few
references to named individuals. An exception is the account of 29 October 1940, when one
of eight high explosive bombs to be dropped in the parish fell at Merton Cottage, the home
of the Hon HGG Pelham, head of the Report Post staff. ‘It was rumoured that Mr Pelham
was more affected by the destruction of a fine row of celery than by his narrow escape’ (ACC
12333; now AMS 7117).
Local artists are well-represented by
ESRO. Marjorie Davies (née Clements)
was a Chailey resident from 1942, with
only a short break after the Second
World War, until her death in 2007, aged
101. Already a successful commercial
artist, Marjorie first came to Chailey
when she joined the Women’s Land
Army, while her husband John Davies
went into the army. She was posted first
to Lewes, in May 1942, and then to the
WLA hostel at Cinder Paddock on Cinder
Hill. Being several years older than the
others she was made ‘Ganger’ of the
team, often of 20 or more girls, who
worked chiefly on Warren’s fruit farm in
Newick, and Haywards pickle company
farm (later Wilding Farm) in Chailey.
After the war she resumed her artistic
career, and although perhaps best
known locally as the illustrator of the
parish magazine and designer of the
village sign, she was also for many years
a leading illustrator of children’s books
who worked for Enid Blyton, who liked
her ‘good child-like sense of humour’,
and an award-winning water-colourist.
Her work, both as a land-girl and as an
illustrator for Blyton, is well represented
in the archive (ACC 11882).
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We continued to add to the dispersed archive of the Baker-Holroyd family of Sheffield Park
in Fletching, this time by the donation of the scrapbook of Mabel Strey (May) Attenborough
(1869-1952), compiled 1889-1915. May was the daughter of the Revd William Frederick
Attenborough (1826–1898), the vicar of Fletching, but in those unregulated times was
rather improbably adopted by the third Earl of Sheffield to act as his social hostess. May,
who emigrated to Fiji with her second husband (the first had been killed in the war) was
the conduit by which the Sheffield Place archive passed to Mrs Kitty King of Fletching, who
acted as housekeeper for her brother and sister at The Lodge, Fletching. It was at the sale of
Mrs King’s papers in 1981 that ESRO obtained the major tranche of the archive – but that’s
another story.1
A profitable day out collecting records resulted in major additions to the archive of the
Tew and Grissell families of Brightling Park, and to the parish archives of Mountfield and
Brightling. The latter produced the surprise discovery in the parish chest of the court book,
covering 1804-1874, of the manor of Brightling Prebend, of which the rectors of Brightling
for the time being were lords, and income from which contributed to the benefice (ACC
12297-12299). Another large vanload came from St Andrew’s United Reformed Church in
Eastbourne, a former Presbyterian church which opened in 1878 and closed in 2015 (ACC
12398; now NC 30). A visit to José Loosemore at Chiddingly resulted in the gift of a collection
of village ephemera and the fascinating story of her family. Probably few know that the
upmarket shoe-chain of Russell and Bromley had its beginnings in the premises of José’s
ancestor, the Chiddingly boot and shoe maker John Clifford Russell (1791-1850). He and his
son Albion expanded the business; the Bromley connection came through the marriage of
John’s grand-daughter Elizabeth to George Frederick Bromley in 1874, and the couple set up
shop in Eastbourne. The rest is history.
A particularly interesting cataloguing assignment
was provided by the papers of the Ann family, the
owners of Drusillas in Berwick (just up the road
from Alfriston) until its sale in 1997. The buildings
were originally derelict bone-mills used for what
must have been the rather odorous production
of fertilizer when Douglas Ann purchased them
from the Gage estate for £1,000 in 1924. By the
following year they had been transformed into
Drusilla’s Tea Cottage, named after his first wife,
where the discerning motorist could take afternoon
tea in an idyllic rural setting; chauffeurs could
be served in a separate waiting area for a small
extra price. From the beginning there was a ‘Baby
Zoo’ with monkeys and other small animals as
an additional attraction. There were soon others,
such as a miniature railway, dancing (with eggand-bacon suppers provided), cinema shows and
canoes for hire. There is a wealth of photographic
material charting the expansion of this well-known local attraction; more information can be
found in the blog on The Keep website (ACC 12258; now AMS 7162).
1
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Told by Daniel Waley and Christopher Whittick, ‘The Earl, his daughter, her brother’s housekeeper and the
cat: the remarkable story of the Sheffield Park Archives’; Archives 36 (2011) 62-78.
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Less close to home were the papers of
Justice Ransley Samuel Thacker
(1891-1965). Ransley entered the British
Colonial Service in 1930, serving as
Chief Justice of St Vincent in the West
Indies, 1931-1933; Attorney General of
Fiji, 1934-1938; judge in the Supreme
Court of Kenya, 1938-1952; he was
also appointed Acting Chief Justice
of Zanzibar in 1947. In 1953 Thacker
returned from retirement to preside at
the trial of Jomo Kenyatta, whom he
sentenced to seven years’ penal servitude
for his part in organising the Mau Mau
movement. Thacker was advised to leave
Kenya, and retreated to the safety of the
house which he had had built in Seaford,
which is how we came to acquire these
papers. They contain a glimpse into a
famous murder trial which took place
when Thacker was a law student.
In 1912 Frederick Henry Seddon
(1870-1912) was hanged after being
found guilty of poisoning Eliza Mary
Barrow with arsenic extracted from
flypapers, which he had sent his
daughter Margaret out to buy. The
archive contains a few letters from
Margaret (Maggie), aged 16, to Thacker; she swears that she did not purchase the flypapers
and suggests that they exchange photographs and, rather intriguingly, meet ‘and perhaps
after you have seen me you could make some arrangements’ (ACC 12019; now AMS 7171).
We continue to acquire large deposits from local solicitors. The contents of the Bexhill office
of Young Coles and Langdon of Hastings, and further deeds, 1746-1978, joined the already
extensive archive here (ACC 11927 and 12305). Prominent among them were the records
of the St Helens Park Estate, of which the partners of the firm were joint owners. Pre-war
negotiations for its sale to All Souls College, Oxford, came tantalisingly close to a successful
conclusion, but in November 1939 their agents withdrew, attributing the decision ‘almost
entirely to the international situation’. The outbreak of war marked a further deterioration
of conditions on the estate. Timber was sold, underwood cut for charcoal-burning, but the
main preoccupation of the inhabitants was the misbehaviour of Canadian troops. Following
one episode, F N Sparkes of Zomba, St Helens Avenue wryly observed ‘It was, I feel sure, not
a military exercise as ... there were three women in the two vehicles’. After a Public Enquiry in
1956 the land was purchased as a public open space. Dawson Hart of Uckfield yielded papers
for the charities of Edward Holmes Baldock of Buxted, Thomas Marchant (1859-1939) of
Cackle Street, Maresfield, and the Saunders Educational Foundation, 1710-2005
(ACC 12156).
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Records of the Cliffe Feoffees, trustees for the Charity for the Reparation of the Church
and Sustentation of the Poor (Archer, Pearce and Jeame’s Charity) in the parish of Lewes, St
Thomas at Cliffe, are an important source for its history, containing deeds for a number of
properties owned by the feoffees. This ancient charity had its basis in a grant of 1592, and
its history is long and complex, and also colourful if the account of Paul Dunvan in Ancient
and modern history of Lewes (1795), is to be believed. He berates feoffee Andrew Tasker,
‘one of those forward, oily knaves who are the bane of any place where they can creep into
authority’, who was supported for the last 18 years of his tenure by the china-man Thomas
Baldy, ‘an insolent, besotted man, and a fit instrument for his artful colleague’ (ACC 12198;
now AMS 7111).
Other charity material came from the trustees of the Hastings Charities, including the William
Parker Foundation, 1883-2009 (ACC 12011; now AMS 7167), the Charity Commission,
1810-1938 (ACC 12011 and 12166), and St James’ Trust, Seaford (formerly Seaford Voluntary
Association and Seaford Volunteer Bureau), 1991-2015, whose premises are the former parish
workhouse (ACC 12255; now AMS 7112).
The records of local
groups and societies
form a considerable
proportion of our
holdings. The
archive of the East
Sussex Federation of
Women’s Institutes
continues to increase
at a rapid rate.
Highlights include
fine Coronation
scrapbooks from

Jevington and Filching WI (ACC 11862; now WI 193/3/1)
and East Hoathly, 1952 (ACC 11957; now WI 194/3/2).
Gertrude Lampson was an important figure in the early
history of the East Sussex WI; a trained musician, she was
the founder of the annual Lewes Music Festival in 1921.
As well as programmes and papers for the festival, her
archive includes a beautifully illustrated volume of reports,
minutes and photographs for Ansty WI, 1918-1919. Rather
unusually Ansty also ran a Girls’ and Boys’ Institute for
younger members (ACC 12112; now WI 53/57).

Left: John Arnold of Colbrans in Laughton, foreman on the Chichester
estate – known as slave-driver Arnold or The Old Devil, c1860;
above: East Hoathly WI choir, 1952 (WI 194/3/2)
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The Girls’ Brigade, a 1965 amalgamation of the Girls’ Life Brigade and the Girls’ Guildry, is
now represented in our holdings: records of the South Downs District date from the formation
of The Brighton and Hove Battalion of the Girls’ Life Brigade in 1924 (ACC 12218; now AMS
7158). Photograph albums of the 1st Lewes Scout Group contain some good illustrations of
scouting, 1920-1936 (ACC 11841).
The Sussex Heritage Trust was established in 1977 with the main objective of preserving,
enhancing and encouraging the appreciation of whatever of the English historical
architectural and constructional heritage may exist in Sussex. Its large archive includes project
files for buildings which were owned and renovated, or where the trust was involved in
plans for their preservation. From 1998 it operated an awards scheme to encourage the
architectural and natural heritage of Sussex (ACC 12167). Its records are being listed on a
voluntary basis by Jan Boyes of FoTKA.
The Bexhill Hanoverian Study Group, established to research the history of the King’s German
Legion in Bexhill during the Napoleonic Wars, was also challenging in terms of the size of
its archive (ACC 12417), and its diversity – the material includes an iron ring to which the
Duke of Wellington’s horse is said to have been tethered in 1804. Another feature of our
work is often the element of surprise. The Blackboys and District Historical Society functioned
only between 1998 and 2014, but also collected earlier local records, and we were pleased
to discover Framfield parish records, admission registers for Blackboys School, 1875-1940,
and the pièce de résistance, a copy of a map of the Stone Bridge and New Place Estates in
Framfield in 1833 (ACC 12086, 12087 and 12088).

Hastings Museum began collecting documents long before the establishment of the County
Record Office, and continued to do so until relatively recently. We have over the years taken in
many of its holdings of non-Hastings material, and the borough’s own records passed into our
care in 2012. By several transfers during the period under review, many thousand documents
relating to Hastings properties, deposited at the Museum by the town’s solicitors, were also
Friends of The Keep Archives Accessions Report 2014-2016
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transferred. We have taken the opportunity to list these and several other transfers from the
Museum under the reference HMU, and will continue to add any new arrivals to that group.
I am proud to say that all the documents, at least at bundle-level, are now available on our
online catalogue – all 2343 of them. Among the many highlights was a group of 27 medieval
charters, dating from 1350 to 1486, which were found in a chest at the church in 1920. The
Hastings solicitor John E Ray (1873-1851), whose antiquarian collection we hold as RAY, was
engaged on the preparation of a calendar, and following his death the curator of Hastings
Museum John Manwaring Baines recovered six of the charters from his house; by the end of
the year he had recovered all but one. Baines was scathing of Ray, who ‘certainly had abilities
but I always felt he was a bit conceited and this may have led him to think he could flout the
normal rules … he fancied himself as a sort of Hastings patriarch and I could often detect a
note of pettiness and jealousy of other people’. The charters have been returned to the parish
archive, and listed (with Baines’s illuminating correspondence) as PAR 367/10/6.
Hastings Library closed for refurbishment in February 2016 and in preparation it was decided
that ESRO would select archival and unique material from Hastings Local Studies for transfer
to The Keep. This involved staff spending one day a week at the library from September 2015
to February 2016 to assess the holdings, make a selection and record everything as we went
along. There is a wealth of material for local groups and organisations, including the Hastings
Literary and Scientific Institution, founded in 1831, the East Sussex Arts Club, established in
1890, the Hastings and St Leonards Natural History Society, inaugurated in 1893, the Hastings
and St Leonards Literary Society, inaugurated in 1897, the Bexhill and Hastings Cine Club,
Hastleon Amateurs drama group, the Hastings Musical Festival, represented by a fine series
of programmes and syllabuses dating from 1910, and The Ore and St Helens Camera Club,
which undertook a photographic survey of Hastings in the 1970s.
The library holdings included extensive plans, including the development of Maze Hill, St
Leonards by Decimus Burton, 1837-c1878. The ambitious project for All Souls Church and
Convent, and the Convent of the Holy Child Jesus, St Leonards, dates from 1835. This was
the work of a Catholic priest, the Revd John Jones, who had received a legacy to found a
charity from the Catholic benefactor, Lady Barbara Stanley, and purchased 15 acres of land
from the Eversfield estate. Jones was directly involved in planning the development, but it was
necessary to scale down his ambitious early scheme for an Italianate church, convent, farm
and housing.
The archive of Henry Carpenter (1830-1897), an architect practising in Hastings and London,
illustrates some of his important local projects: Hastings Cemetery, Battle National School,
Battle Cemetery, Hastings Gas Works, and the Sunday School at Christ Church, Blacklands;
c1856-1884 (now AMS 7154). A series of plans of Hastings Union Workhouse and Infirmary,
1872-1904, were added to existing holdings (HH 138). A Grangerised copy of Horsfield’s
History of Sussex included a view of the ruins of Crowhurst Manor House by James Lambert
of Lewes, drawn on 6 June 1781 (ACC 12320/11/122/1).
The scrapbooks of the town clerk Norman Phillips Lester, which cover his entire career from
1943 to 1982, shed light on some of the personal aspects of borough life (ACC 12320/1) –
photos opposite. Few civic occasions in Hastings escape his notice, and it has been difficult to
select illustrations from the huge number of high-quality professional photographs with which
the books are illustrated.
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Above: Sir Winston Churchill, sitting in Lord Montgomery’s staff car, is initiated into the Hastings Winkle Club
by its secretary, 87-year-old ‘Bunk’ Harffey, 7 September 1955 (ACC 12320/1/7)
Below: The mayor and Corporation of Hastings board a Handley Page Hastings for an celebratory flight at
RAF Manston, February 1950 (ACC 12320/1/3)
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Normanhurst Court, Catsfield
(ACC 12320/47/29)
Below: hop-pickers at Brede,
c1900 (ACC 12375/2077)
Opposite:
Netherfield Post Office, c1910
(ACC 12375/3172)

All the documentary material from Hastings Library – over 200 boxes of it – has been
incorporated in our online catalogue and is available to the public; it has probably never had
a wider currency (ACC 12320). We also received literally thousands of glass negatives and
lantern slides, including those of photographers George Woods (1853-1934), Frederick Nutt
Broderick (1854-1913), and solicitor and antiquarian John E Ray (1873-1951), a wonderful
pictorial source which covers other areas of East Sussex as well as Hastings and St Leonards
(below and opposite top left). Processing the material is still underway, but it is anticipated
that catalogue descriptions and scans will soon be available (ACC 12375).
At the same time as the work at Hastings Library, we also took in an enormous number of
newspapers for the Hastings area which had formerly been stored at Battle Library (ACC
12373).
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Worthing Library, which was dispersing its
collection of pictorial material, produced
almost 200 views of places in East Sussex,
ranging geographically from Rye to Portslade
and in date from 1733 to 1993 (ACC 12412;
now AMS 7155). Included were a dozen
views by James Lambert the elder (1724/51788) and James Lambert the younger
(1741-1799) of Lewes, drawn between
1771 and 1781. They include Lady Vernon’s
Charity School at Newick (below) and a
view of Hastings from the sea, including the
battery. It was the pursuit of the views by
the late Pam Combes, eager to see them in
connection with her Newick research, which
ensured their transfer to ESRO.

We have continued to take in large quantities of records from parishes, parish councils,
schools and East Sussex County Council. Our own local authority can send us the odd
surprise. One of the more unusual accessions was a ceremonial spade presented to encourage
school gardening by County Alderman William Troy of Crowborough in May 1914, when
the council’s interest and involvement with school gardens was at its height. The names of
winning schools were engraved and attached to the spade and the competition was so
long-lived, continuing to 1987, that the inscriptions continue on the reverse of the blade
(ACC 12052). The interest generated led to the gift of photographs from the Troy family, who
lived at the exotically-named Mount Hissarlik, named after the site of ancient Troy, but in this
case at Jarvis Brook in Crowborough (ACC 12042).
Friends of The Keep Archives Accessions Report 2014-2016
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Brighton and Hove accessions, April 2014 – March 2016
A large proportion of FoTKA purchases are now made from eBay traders, and Brighton and
Hove does particularly well out of this development. Vendors often fail to mention smaller
towns and villages in their description of documents being offered for sale, or indeed the
fact that they are in Sussex, but they always seem keen to highlight any connection with
Brighton and Hove. As a consequence, the number of purchases relating to the area is
disproportionately large when compared with those relating to the rest of the county.
Whilst eBay accounts for a large proportion of the smaller items purchased by FoTKA, the
higher-value archives still tend to appear in traditional auction houses and it was from
Gorringes at Lewes that we successfully bid on a plan of the proposed widening of the West
Pier in 1891 (ACC 11997; now DB/D/15/458). The plan is interesting not just because of
what it depicts but because of the circuitous route by which it came to the Keep. It is a stray
from the engineer and surveyor’s department of Brighton Borough Council: we hold the
majority of this series of plans and we know it was with the rest of the archive in 1976 when
it was microfilmed (we have always held the microfilm copy). However, at some point in the
intervening years someone, obviously caught by its beauty, separated it from its more prosaic
siblings, with which it is now happily reunited.
Away from the grandeur of the West Pier, FoTKA’s grants also allow us to purchase records
that record less glamorous activity in Brighton. The letters of William Read, dentist, of 12 Old
Steine, Brighton (ACC 11937; now AMS 7065) give us an intimate view of the town’s oral
health during the 1860s and 1870s. Read appears to have been a dentist of some standing,
having clients in London and as far away as Hereford and Carmarthenshire. Not all of them
were happy though: J Bailey of the Laurels, Hailsham, wrote to Read on 28 April 1875
expressing concerns over the set of teeth supplied to his wife who could no longer sleep or
eat because of the pain they were causing her.
Medical records of a more serious nature have come to us as a result of the redevelopment of
the Royal Sussex County Hospital. The Lawson Unit cares for HIV outpatients and has been at
the forefront of treatment for decades. We now hold patient case-files for deceased patients
from c1990 to c2010 (ACC 12339; now HB 291), and the records of the venereal disease
clinic from 1917 (HB 280-289). These files are, of course, closed to public inspection for 100
years but they will be of enormous interest to medical historians in the next century.
This year has marked the centenary of the Battle of the Somme and there is much continued
interest in the First World War. Medical records relating to the conflict are not overly
represented at ESRO because military hospitals were requisitioned by the War Office, with
the result that any surviving records are held at the National Archives. However, we were
fortunate to be contacted by an archivist at the College of Podiatry who wanted to know
whether we held any information relating to the 2nd General Eastern Hospital which was
situated in what became Brighton, Hove and Sussex Grammar School (now BHASVIC). Three
albums of photographs showing convalescent troops are held by Brighton Museum and Art
Gallery at the Keep and the archivist was delighted to discover photographs of some of the
men she had found reference to in a document held by the college. The item in question was
a notebook kept by James William Kelsey, RAMC, surgeon of chiropody at the 2nd General
Eastern Hospital. We were sent scans of the notebook (ACC 12065; now AMS 7076), and the
names of the two hundred or so patients he treated between October 1914 and April 1915
have been added to our catalogue.
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More images of
medical wards
came to light in
the photographs of
Harold Frankland,
RAMC (ACC 12092;
now AMS 7099) –
right. A number of
photographs surviving
in other archives show
the interior of the
military hospitals at
the Dome and Pavilion
but Frankland’s are
unusual as they show
the less sumptuous
interiors of either the Kitchener Hospital on Elm Grove or York Place School, Brighton.
ESRO has been the recipient of some wonderful photographic images over the last two years
and there are simply too many to list in any great detail here. A FoTKA grant allowed us
to purchase the glass plate negatives produced by Wardell’s postcard manufacturers (ACC
12514). The images which were produced between the 1930s and 1960s are largely, but not
exclusively, of Brighton. They show the usual scenes you would expect to find but, in amongst
the piers and esplanades are photographs of less obvious attractions such as Sheepcote
Valley campsite and the Gracie Fields Children’s Home and Orphanage at Dorothy Avenue,
Peacehaven (below). The home was established – by coincidence we received the Trust Deed
in August 2016 – by the singer in her married name of Grace Selinger in 1931, the year of the
huge success of her first film Sally in our Alley.
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Above and right:
An archivist’s nightmare:
Lewes Borough Council records
sent for salvage, 1940.

Below:
Promette Elizabeth Southgate
manages her turkey at the 1959
Easter Parade on Brighton Front
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Another, even larger, accession of glass plate negatives (opposite) came to us from the Argus
newspaper (ACC 11950; now ARG). These negatives, like Wardell’s, range from the early
1930s to the early 1960s. They were published in the Argus, the Gazette, the Southern
Weekly News and the Southern Daily News and we also hold negative registers that describe
the events depicted, show when they were published and in which newspaper they appeared.
The negatives have been the focus of an enormous volunteer programme at the Keep. Many
of them were dirty and at risk of being scratched and damaged. As a preliminary, every single
negative that came to us from the old Argus building (somewhere in the region of 40,000)
was cleaned before being stored in our climate-controlled strongroom. Meanwhile, other
volunteers have been scanning the glass plate negatives (somewhere in the region of 5,000
have been done to date) and others have been inputting the data from the original negative
registers to create a searchable catalogue. This is a huge undertaking and work is still in
progress but it will be a wonderful resource when finished.
Volunteers have also been hard at work listing letters sent to the Brighton firm of solicitors
Messrs Attree and Sons by its clients between the 1770s and the 1890s (AMS 7100). The
archive was split up some years ago and elements of it regularly appear on eBay, but with
the help of FoTKA we are in the process of reassembling it bit-by-bit. The vendors are postal
history dealers who, although knowledgeable in their own sphere, know little about history
and nothing about Brighton. As a result, for very small sums we are able to snap up gems,
such as a letter sent to the firm as vestry clerks by the architect Charles Barry, authorising a
staged payment of £1000 to William Ranger, the builder of St Peter’s church, in 1826. No
doubt this work will be on-going for some years yet but it is gratifying to think that such an
important archive is being gradually reconstituted.
Letters provide researchers and archivists alike with a constant source of fascination and
another, the purchase of which was also funded by FoTKA, relates to one of Brighton’s most
celebrated residents. Sake Dean Mohamed was, amongst other things, shampooing surgeon
to King George IV and his Turkish baths on Kings Road are thought to be the first of their
kind in the country. Mohamed wrote to the Commissioners on 1 January 1840 asking for
permission to install a foot-crossing on his road ‘from the opposite side of the street to my
door – so many persons complain of the want of it, and ladies frequently are compelled to
go to other establishments because in wet weather there is no approach to mine without
wading through the mud’ (ACC 11489; now AMS 6432/1/106). He goes on to remind the
Commissioners how much revenue his baths have raised for the town.
The letters of John Orpen came to us in November 2014 (ACC 12044; now AMS 7081).
Orpen worked for much of his career as a solicitor with Fitzhugh Gates, and the letters
relate mainly to his life in Brighton; but perhaps the most remarkable of them all was sent
to him by a friend who was on holiday in Austria in July 1934. The friend, who signs herself
only as Joyce, refers directly to Hitler – ‘[he] has certainly done the dirty on these little Tirol
places by closing the German border and allowing no Germans to enter the country. The
place used to be teeming in summer and now it’s almost empty. Here in Tirol there are an
enormous amount of Nazis (Austrians) who, egged on by their friends across the frontier,
lose no opportunity to make nuisances of themselves by playfully chucking bombs about and
derailing trains’. She goes on to describe a trip to Bavaria where she saw no evidence of the
‘worst events’ [possibly a reference to the Night of the Long Knives on June 30th] but did
see ‘a good many storm troopers around who, giving the mystic salute, said “Heil Hitler”
to everyone. We “Heiled” with the best as we thought it would please them and it didn’t
hurt us’.
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The Second World War continues to be a period often reflected in new accessions. Alongside
the devastation caused in Britain’s major cities it is easy to forget the damage sustained by
local towns; but photographs produced by the Southern Publishing Company show the grim
effects of air raids (ACC 12143; now AMS 7092) – above. The majority show bomb damage
at Brighton but scenes of Hove, Preston, Battle, Hastings and St Leonards bring home how
many people were affected by these small but frequent raids.
One of the consequences of these raids was, of course, the evacuation of school children
from the south coast. Varndean girls were evacuated from Brighton to Honley in the West
Riding of Yorkshire in 1941. A letter sent by Joyce Beeching, an English teacher at Varndean
(ACC 12293; now ESC 199/46/7) explains the difficulties of teaching under the circumstances
and describes the other inhabitants of the mansion where she was billeted, including Lily the
prying parlour maid.
Pupils of St Aubyns School, Rottingdean, were evacuated to Voelas Hall at Bettws-y-Coed in
north Wales and the school archive (ACC 11964; now AMS 7079) contains some wonderful
images of the football and rugby teams.
Our holdings of sport-related records have recently been augmented by the addition of
the Brighton and Hove Albion FC archive (ACC 12456). Before the Albion departed from
the Goldstone Ground my predecessor Wendy Walker approached the club to see if they
would like to deposit their archive with ESRO. No one seemed to know anything of such an
archive and folklore gave a plausible explanation for the lack of records: apparently a former
manager or owner, intent on showing that he was looking only to the future, demanded that
all historical records be burnt. I don’t know whether there is any truth in this story but I was
taken aback and delighted when the club’s historian, Tim Carder, contacted me to see if we
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would consider taking in the club’s surviving minutes on deposit. The club retains the earliest
book (which can be viewed in the museum at the Amex Stadium) but we now hold volumes
covering 1954-1973.
Minutes and handbooks of Brighton, Hove and District Football League (now Brighton,
Worthing and District Football League) (ACC 12364) show the activities of teams operating
at a lower level than Brighton and Hove Albion. Whilst Norton Athletic, Brighton Tramways,
Moulsecoomb Rovers and Vernon Athletic aren’t names that have troubled sports journalists
much over the years, they have all played their part in keeping this league going since 1903.
Another long-standing Brighton sporting institution is the Brighton Mitre Cycling Club
(ACC 11879; now AMS 7053) which was formed in 1894. The name was derived from
the club’s meeting place: the Mitre Hotel at 65 Queens Road, Brighton. The club still meets
at Preston Park cycle track where it has been holding events for decades. We now hold a
substantial archive including minutes, newsletters, programmes and photographs (below).

Above:
Brighton Mitre cycling club,
c1937

Left: 12-man bicycle
produced by Singer & Co,
c1900; it was 28 feet long
and weighed about
a quarter of a ton
(AMS 7053/12/1)
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Brighton Police Museum has been operating in Brighton Town Hall basement since 2005. The
basement is the site of the old cells and for some years during the 19th century it doubled
as the Police station, so it is the perfect place for a museum dedicated to the work of Sussex
Police. However, it is a less than ideal environment for original documents and photographs,
so its curators asked ESRO if we would be able to provide scanned copies for display while
holding originals in our strongrooms (ACC 12171 and ACC 12445; now SPA). We were happy
to do so and are delighted to see so many
additions to the Sussex Police Authority
archive. Records from all over Sussex have
been sent to the Brighton cells, but probably
the most dramatic are the photographs
showing the devastated centre of Wadhurst
(above) after Flight Officer Stoate crashed his
RAF Meteor on the town on 20 January 1956
(SPA 6/1/13) – above.
It has been necessary to be selective and
describe only the highlights from the last
couple of years. Full lists of accessions for
2014 and 2015 are available on The Keep
website. As always we are very grateful to
all who donated and deposited with us, and
to FoTKA for its continuing generosity and
support.
Christopher Whittick, Anna Manthorpe and
Andrew Bennett, 1 September 2016
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